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Principal’s Corner
I bring a 1.5 liter thermos of coffee to school every day. One day
last- week, I had just tied my tie and grabbed my backpack to walk
out the door when I realized I had not sealed the thermos properly.
Coffee had spilled all over my couch. The entire thermos was
empty. I scrambled to get all of the blankets on the couch in the
wash, put the backpack in the sink, clean my floor and couch. I
had been hoping to get to school early and was now running late
and still needed to stop for coffee.
While teaching math and reading is of utmost importance, one of
the biggest things we teach in elementary schools is how to
manage emotions. I am still learning to this day to become a
better manager of my emotions. I was very frustrated about the
coffee spill. It messed up my couch and set me off schedule. Not
to mention - I need coffee. I had to stay calm and this was tough. I
still had to respond properly so not to upset my wife who was
getting ready. I still had to drive safely to school I still had to
handle my school day in a professional manner when something
tough happened at work.
One type of conflict that happens pretty often in schools is an
argument about who is in the right spot in line. As an adult this
argument of course seems ludicrous. To us, it matters very little
who is in which spot in line. Sometimes these arguments even
happen when students have an assigned spot. To a student
however this frustration can be very large. This frustration can
boil over into the work they are doing or the recess they have with
friends.
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2021-2022 Enrollment/ Admissions
open for returning students.
Click Here for 2021-2022 enrollment and admissions
info.
Enrollment opens today! Families can click the link
within the email to begin the registration process or
login to their TADS account by going to:
https://secure.tads.com/Accounts/Login.aspx
Returning families enroll by January 15 in order to
hold your spot for next year and apply your
enrollment fee toward tuition.

Fast Testing
Our community members who have been tested at
Rochester or Red Wing Mayo sites or through the
MDH Vault sites found HERE have gotten the
results the quickest.

It is very important to have some perspective and remember how
little children have compared to adults and how much less control
they have than us. What might seem to us a very small thing can
be very large to them. Plus they have had less opportunities to
face and conquer tough situations. Finally - their brains have
different chemical levels than us. Remember how much more
intense you may have been when you were younger.
I would suggest three ways we can teach students to deal with
these emotional situations. First talk to them with empathy. It is
easy to dismiss their concerns over things like a spot in line as silly
but understand it is important to them. Second, model how to
handle difficult emotions. If I spill my coffee in front of students and
explode - I should not be surprised when students handle
emotional situations in a similar way. Finally talk about the
feelings involved when stressed. What signal does the body send.
How do we want to respond to this signal. The best time to talk
about this is when they are not stressed so they can think about it
rationally.

We Crushed our Goal!
Our Marathon Goal was 22K and we raised just over
33K. This is more than some schools twice our size!
Thank you to all of our students for your hard work.
Thank you parents and thank you to everyone who
donated. Thank you to Milinda who put in so much
time and effort to make this happen. Thank you to
our 1K club members Henry, Gwen Harvey, Levi and
to our top fundraiser Braeden.

MDH Decsion Tree & Family Attendance
Guide have been updated. We have been using the
attendance guide most often when families have a positive
case in the home and cannot quarantine. Links below
Decision Tree
Family Attendance Guide

Catalogue Update
We have had so many
kind appreciations
showing up. Our
teachers and staff are
amazing. Thank you for
these kind gifts.

December 16th Christmas Dress
The Christmas program will be video recorded on a
December 16th in the afternoon. Students may wear
Christmas free dress all day or change when their
music time happens. If they are changing - they
need to be able to do so on their own. Nice
Christmas clothes encouraged.

We are still waiting for Tupperware and Watkins items from
Catalog orders. We will update you when they arrive.

Immaculate Conception Mass Time
Mass time has changed on 12/8. Mass will be at 9am.

Toy Drive
We are accepting toys to be donated to the Lewis House in
Hastings. We will accept toys Dec 7-11. Please drop off at
morning pickup or send with students. New unwrapped toys
only please and thank you!

Click here to register

2nd grade engineers try to make slides work faster.

Dakota County MnDot Safety
Dakota County, in collaboration with MnDOT, is
conducting a study to proactively address safety for
students traveling to and from the 48 schools in Dakota
County next to county and state roads. The study and
recommendations are focused on pedestrian and
bicyclist safety.
The county is currently hosting a virtual open house to
share preliminary recommendations of the study. You
can view the draft recommendations for your school
and share your feedback. The open house will be
available here for comments until at least December 11

Thank you CSCOE for offering these.
They have gotten amazing reviews.

Kate J. 12/3
Miss Therres 12/8
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